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Throughout the year Fish & Game provide advice to licence holders and landowners on how to 

create and restore wetlands for waterfowl hunting. Frequently we find rules in council plans very 

restrictive when trying to improve wetlands. This is really a holdover from a decade plus ago when 

wetlands were rapidly being drained for farming expansion. Now we actively submit on modifying 

plan rules to enable easy wetland enhancement. 

Within the Bay of Plenty Regional Council Plan, Fish & Game were instrumental in developing a 

programme called a “wetland management agreement”. This is a simple common sense approach 

where the landowner (& hunters) and a Council Land Management Officer (LMO’s), walk around the 

wetland, come up with some management ideas that both benefit the landowner  and objectives 

the Regional Council wish to promote, and agree to authorised works with a signed agreement. This 

may be as simple as enabling a digger to remove sediment in the open water area, with the Regional 

Council requiring good control of pest plants. Most of these types of works would usually require 

resource consent – not with a wetland management agreement. 

This simple device has enabled many wetlands to be quickly restored without unnecessary time 

delays and consent costs. More money for the wetland and less for bureaucracy!! 

Below is a fine photo example of two landowners meeting with Regional Council LMO’s, agreeing to 

a restoration plan, signing a wetland management agreement, and within days a preferred wetland 

digger operator is playing in the mud restoring the wetland. 

This currently is still only available within the Bay of Plenty region, but Fish & Game is actively 

promoting this successful instrument to other Regional Councils within our patch. Whether within 

the Bay of Plenty or outside, if you have any wetland queries or restoration ideas, please give us a 

call to discuss your options and receive practical cost effective advice. 

 



 

Photo taken by Fish & Game’s preferred wetland restoration contractor – Crowley Excavators 0274 

962774 


